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Hi and welcome to Makerspace!

In this 2 h course, you will learn:

What is Ångström Makerspace?

Basics of the 3D printer

Prepare your 3D data 

Prepare the printer

How to book a printer 

Register as licensed user!
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What is Ångström Makerspace?
A creative workshop for students & staff at UU
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Basics of the 3D printer: 
The printers

Our printers: 

Creality Ender 3

Creality CR-10 v3

Type FFF (or FDM)

Fused Filament Fabrication

(Fused Deposition Modelling)

Or as a simpler explanatory name: 

Glue gun with motors!
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Basics of 3D printing: 
From the spool to a printed part

Heat block

Cooling 
block

Nozzle 0.6 mm

The filament is melted inside the heat block 
and pushed through a small nozzle.
Cooling block prohibits filament to melt too 
high up in the tube.

The gears grab the 
filament and perform 
extrusion and retraction 
motions.

Feeder gears

Tube
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Basics of 3D printing: 
Display on the printer

Nozzle temperature

Bed temperature

Target temperature

Actual temperature

Button
Access to other menus
(Tuning, calibration ect.)
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Basics of 3D printing: 
Filament

Different kinds - ABS, PET-G, PLA

Bio plastic - polymerized starch

non-toxic, good all-around material

add:north filament!

Filament supplied by makerspace (free), or you can buy your 

own
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Basics of 3D printing: 
Recycling

Plastics? 

Organic waste? 

Discard in nature? 

Combustibles!*

*about the same environmental impact as burning wood

add:north filament better BUT different recycling compared to PLA!
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Prepare your 3D data: 
The process

- Get 3d-model (Thingiverse)          .stl                       (or make your own)

- Slice in slicing software (Cura)      .gcode

- Upload .gcode to printer (Octoprint)
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Prepare your 3D data: 
Finding a model

- Thingiverse

- Download .stl-file

- Drag and drop into Cura
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Prepare your 3D data: 
Ultimaker Cura

- Settings, features, functions 

etc.

- Slice

- Export as .g-code-file
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Prepare your 3D data: 
Octoprint
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IP addresses to the printers (lokal network at Ångströmlaboratoriet):

- BLUE (CR-10 v3): 130.238.23.57

- GOLD (Ender 3): use micro SD card for now (adapter to USB available)

- RED (Ender 3: 130.238.22.41

- BLACK (Ender 3): 130.238.22.4

Login to Octoprint

Username:   Creality

Password:  MakerSpace



Prepare the printer: 
Change filament

Heat up nozzle and compress spring to allow filament moving by hand

Push out a little bit of filament (extrude by hand) then pull the filament 
back all the way out

Insert new filament and push in until material starts extruding
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Snipping for easy insertion next use Storing to prevent filament knots and print fails

Left cupboard: shared filament (free)

Right cupboard: private filament (write 

name on your spool). Only use PLA 

filament, check spool before you buy!!

Prepare the printer: 
 Change filament
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How to book a printer: 
Find our booking system

1.  2.          3.
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Register as licensed user!

Send in chat to us:

Name & surname

The email you intend to use for booking (any email)

to the user called “Makerspace” here in zoom
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Extra: 
Useful stuff

Ångström Makerspace Wiki: https://wiki.ub.uu.se/display/UUAM/Makerspace 

How-to-articels (and this presentation): https://wiki.ub.uu.se/display/UUAM/How-to+articles 

Book a printer: https://teamup.com/ksimnz653w1eh79ms1?view=md6 

Thingiverse: https://www.thingiverse.com/ 

Ultimaker Cura: https://ultimaker.com/software/ultimaker-cura 
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IP addresses to the printers (lokal network at Ångströmlaboratoriet):

- BLUE (CR-10 v3): 130.238.23.57

- GOLD (Ender 3): use micro SD card for now

- RED (Ender 3: 130.238.22.41

- BLACK (Ender 3): 130.238.22.42

Login to Octoprint

Username: Creality

Password: MakerSpace

https://wiki.ub.uu.se/display/UUAM/Makerspace
https://wiki.ub.uu.se/display/UUAM/How-to+articles
https://teamup.com/ksimnz653w1eh79ms1?view=md6
https://www.thingiverse.com/
https://ultimaker.com/software/ultimaker-cura


Last slide!
Follow us and join the FB group

- If you have questions, someone in the facebook group will answer very quickly!

- You can also send us an email at angstrommakerspace@gmail.com or contact us on Facebook and we 

will answer as soon as possible!

Facebook page:
Ångström Makerspace

Instagram:
@angstrommakerspace

Facebook group:
3D printer license - Ångström Makerspace

Good luck printing!
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